NEwSPAPER OWL

MATERIALS NEEDED:

- NEWSPAPER
- WATERCOLORS
- PAINTBRUSH
- ORANGE CONSTRUCTION PAPER
- BLACK CONSTRUCTION PAPER OR GOOGLY EYES
- CHALK OR METALLIC MARKERS
- SCISSORS
- GLUE

1. Paint a section of the newspaper with watercolors. The section needs to big enough for the body of an owl. Let children paint with as many colors & variations as they desire. Let the newspaper dry overnight.

2. Cut out the shape of an owl body from the painted newspaper. If the children are old enough draw the body on the newspaper & have them cut it out.

3. From unpainted newspaper cut out two half-oval shapes for wings & two big circles for the eyes.

4. Cut out a beak from the orange construction paper. Glue the beak, wings & eyes on the owl body. Cut two small circles from the black construction paper & glue inside the eyes, or use googly eyes.

5. Finish the colorful owl by using chalk or metallic markers to draw squiggly lines on the wings & body to define the owl feathers.